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Bike Park Pohorje Safety Instructions  
and Rules of Conduct 

Rules of Conduct

1.  Riding on the tracks of Bike Park Pohorje (hereinafter Bike Park) is at your own risk and 
responsibility.

2.  Bike Park manager Javno podjetje Marprom, d.o.o. is not responsible for personal injuries, damages 
to the bike and/or bike equipment and for bike and/or bike equipment theft which might occur 
during Bike Park use.

3.  Bike Park tracks use is FORBIDDEN in the event that the user is under the influence of alcohol or 
drugs.

Bike Park Pohorje age limit

4.  Children under the age of 6 are not allowed to use the Bike Park. Children between 6-9 years must 
be accompanied by a parent or legal guardian (an adult). Parent or legal guardian must sign the 
Bike Park statement for the child.

Bikers, parents and guardians notice

5.  Injuries in mountain biking are common and expected. Bike Park Pohorje strongly recommends 
the use of a Full Face helmet to protect the head, face and chin, the use of full length gloves, 
biking body armor with integrated back protection, protective biking collar for the neck and a full 
suspension bike.

6.  If you are not familiar with the programs and activities of Bike Park Pohorje or you’re a parent or 
a guardian to a young biker then please familiarize yourself with the mountain biking activities 
offered. We offer introductory mountain biking lessons and a beginner track. More challenging 
terrain and objects should not be attempted unless the biker has the appropriate skills, experience 
and equipment to effectively negotiate such trails. For more information regarding mountain biking 
at Bike Park Pohorje please contact the official Bike Park Pohorje website or call +386 30 480 286.

We would like to remind the bikers to carry a mobile phone and the local emergency number 
with them. 

Emergency medical assistance: 112

Bike Park Pohorje mobile phone number: +386 30 480 286

Bike Park Pohorje represents a significantly different experience from regular forest trail biking. 
Trails require constant concentration and mental effort in order for the biker to maintain control.
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7.  Clothing: Bikers are required to wear protective clothing and equipment. The best protection 
against injuries provides an adequate sized full face integral helmet for head, face and chin 
protection, gloves, long pants, long-sleeved shirt, knee pads, arm pads and appropriate shoes.

8.  Equipment: 
Bike Park Pohorje tracks are designed specifically for full suspension bikes. The tracks are rocky, 
diverse and difficult to manage without high quality suspension. Exhaustion occurs much sooner 
without a comprehensive suspension. Steep inclinations require appropriate stopping power from 
the brake discs. Ring brakes will increase the possibility of exhaustion for more effort is needed in 
order to maintain control. All Bike Park Pohorje visitors should use a proper sized bike and should 
be able to stand above the seat with their feet flat on the ground. A too large bike or raised seats 
increase the risk of injury.

9.  Tracks: 
The risk level increases with the degree of difficulty. Black tracks usually consist of high falls and 
jumps that require knowledge and experience. Young bikers pose a hazard to other bikers if they 
are not able to ride on the track or move out of the way. Children must be accompanied by adults 
who should also regularly check their exhaustion level. 
 
Lifts:  
The use of the cableway is permitted with bikes. Questions: For any questions contact our mobile 
phone number or write an e-mail to:info@bikeparkpohorje.si.

 10.  Bike Park tracks are not appropriate for beginners (see level difficulty description and tracks color 
coding): blue – easy track, red – demanding track, black – very demanding track.

11.  We recommend using the green track for absolute beginners – pump track/beginners track.

12.  The first ride in the Bike Park should be intended for getting to know the tracks and their 
obstacles.

13.  Following markings, signalization and other information from the manager is mandatory.

14.  Adjust your biking speed to your biking skills and to the conditions on the tracks.

15.  Faster bikers must choose the »riding line« in a way not to endanger the bikers in front of them.

16.  Stopping on the demanding and/or non-visible parts of the track is prohibited except in 
emergencies. In case you had to stop on the track leave it as soon as possible. Before re-entering 
the track make sure that you don’t endanger yourself and others.

17.  Don’t endanger others especially the less skilled bikers.

18.  Do not leave the marked tracks and ride only the marked ones. Riding outside the marked tracks 
is prohibited and consequently a punishable offence.

19.  Riding on the closed-off sections of the bike park is strictly prohibited. Maintenance can be 
carried out on these sections.

20.  Users are strictly forbidden to change or alter the course of the Bike Park tracks or its obstacles.

21.  Ascending on the Bike Park tracks either on foot or with a bike is strictly forbidden due to safety 
reasons.

22.  If you were involved in an accident or have witnessed one immediately call 112 or inform the Bike 
Park management on +386 30 480 286.
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23.  The manager reserves the right to change the Bike Park operating schedule in case of bad weather 
and/or maintenance work.

24.  Bikes have to be cleaned before using the cableway and only bike marked cars/cabins can be 
used.

25.  Failure to comply with the above stated rules, recommendations and obligations results with the 
immediate revoking of the Bike Park Pohorje ticket.

26.  The cableway has been equipped with a new pass control system for Bike park Pohorje this 
season. A modern system also enables the control and use of all types of passes through video 
surveillance therefore we inform all users that all Bike park passes (daily, 2-hour, seasonal) are 
NOT TRANSFERABLE. Violation of the regulations of Bike park Pohorje passes, determined on the 
basis of video surveillance, will be sanctioned by revoking the pass.  

Questions: 
For any questions write to: info@bikeparkpohorje.si or call +386 30 480 286.

By signing I expressly and unconditionally declare that I have carefully read and am aware 
of the rights and obligations of the Bike Park users. I agree to ride at my own risk and that in 
the event of injury I won’t pass on the responsibility to the Bike Park managers.

Name and surname: 

Address: 

Postal code and city: 

Country: 

e-mail: 

Date:      User signature: 


